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The reorder point/reorder quantity policies, also referred to as (r, Q) policies, are widely used in industry and extensively
studied in the literature. However, for a period of almost 30 years there has been no efficient algorithm for computing
optimal control parameters for such policies. In this paper, we present a surprisingly simple and efficient algorithm for
the determination of an optimal (r*, Q*) policy. The computational complexity of the algorithm is linear in Q*. For the
most prevalent case of linear holding, backlogging and stockout penalty costs (in addition to fixed order costs), the
algorithm requires at most (6r* + 13Q*) elementary operations (additions, comparisons and multiplications), and hence,
no more than 13 times the amount of work required to do a single evaluation of the long-run average cost function in
the point (r*, Q*).

In this paper,we derivea simpleand efficientalgorithm for computing optimal (r, Q) inventory
control policies. These policies are also known as
reorderpoint/order quantity policies. We will restrict
ourselves to the case when demands arise on a unitby-unit basis. Under an (r, Q) policy, the inventory
position (= inventory on-hand + orders outstandingbackorders) of the item in question is continuously
reviewed,and an order of fixed quantity Q is placed
as soon as the inventory position drops to a reorder
point r.
Such (r, Q) policies are widely used in inventory
systems with uncertain demands and lead times. For
single item inventory systems under standardassumptions, it is well known that an optimal policy exists
within the class of (r, Q) policies. Many multi-item or
multilocation systems are designed such that each
item's (facility's) inventory is governed by an (r, Q)
policy. Other planning models consist of a large number of single item (r, Q) systems, tied together by
aggregate inventory constraints. These models are
decomposed into single item models via Lagrangian
relaxation. Highly efficient solution methods are
essential here. Similarly, Atkins and lyogun (1988)
propose a decomposition method to derive a tight
lower bound for stochasticjoint replenishmentmodels
in which optimal (r, Q) policies need to be computed
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repeatedly for each of the items involved; (r, Q) policies are also optimal in many (generalized)stochastic
clearing systems with point arrivalprocessesthat arise
in other settings than those involving physical inventories. See Federgruenand Zheng (1988) for details.
The use of (r, Q) policies has been propagatedsince
the seminal paper of Galliher, Morse and Simmond
(1959), and the classical textbook by Hadley and
Whitin (1963) appeared 30 years ago. Nevertheless,
and as mentioned in Browne and Zipkin (1991), "until
recently,there was no reliable,straightforwardmethod
for computing an optimal (r, Q) policy, even in the
simple case of Poisson demand processes."Instead, a
large number of heuristics have been proposed (see
Lee and Nahmias 1989). The only existing algorithm,
to our knowledge, was presented in Zipkin's (1988)
classnotes.This procedureis based on a result in Sahin
(1982); see also Sahin (1990).
Our algorithm is based on the observation that the
long-run averagecost C(r, Q) of an (r, Q) policy is of
the form:
r+Q

Q(r, Q)=

K+ E

/

G(y) /Q-

(1)

y=r+ I

Here K> 0 is a given constant and -G(.) is a unimodal
function with limlyl=OG(y) = oo. Our approach is
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based on the following observations:The unimodality
of -G(.) implies: for fixed Q, C*(Q) = minr C(r, Q)
is achieved when the sum in (1) consists of the Q
smallest values of this function; and these values are
achieved in Q contiguous points and the optimal
corresponding reorder level r is trivially identified.
Next it is easy to verify that -C*(.) is unimodal as
shown in Sahin (1982), and Q*, the optimal order
size, is obtained as the largest value of Q for which
C*(Q - 1) > GQ with GQ the Qth smallest G(-)
value, so that

G(y)

C*(Q + 1) = [QC*(Q) + GQ+i]/(Q+ 1) > C*(Q),
and

C*(Q)= [(Q- 1)C*(Q- 1) + GQ]/Q< C*(Q- 1)
(see Figure 1). These observations may be exploited
in an efficient algorithm whose complexity is linear in
Q*. In the case of linear holding and backloggingcosts
the computational complexity of the algorithm is
no larger than (6r* + 13Q*) elementary operations
(additions, comparisons and multiplications) when
r* > 0, and hence, no more than 13 times the
amount of work required to do a single evaluation
of the C(., *) function in the point (r*, Q*). (Similar
complexity counts apply when r* < 0 or when a more
general one-step expected cost function is used.)
The (r, Q) policies are a special case of (s, S) policies,
under which the item's inventory position is ordered
to S whenever it is observed to have fallen to or below
the level.s (s < S). This more general structure arises
when demands occur in batches of random size. In a
related paper (Zheng and Federgruen 1991) we
develop an efficient algorithm for finding optimal
(s, S) policies. Since the cost function of an (s, S)
policy fails, in general, to be quasiconvex, except
under a restrictive assumption on the demand size
distribution (see Stidham 1977, and Sahin 1982), that
algorithm has to use a different and more complex
search procedure. Its complexity is at least quadratic
in (r* + Q*), even when applied to models in which
(r, Q) policies are optimal, i.e., where the cost function
is given by (1).
Another commonly used generalization of the
(r, Q) policy, to accommodate for random demand
sizes, is the (r, nQ) policy: Here as soon as the
inventory position drops to or below r, an (integer)
multipleof a fixed quantity Q is ordered to raise
the inventory position back to the interval of
[r + 1, .. ., r + Q]. As for the simpler (r, Q) policies,
the steady-statedistribution of the inventory position
is uniformly distributed under standard assumptions
(see Hadley and Whitin, and Richard 1975). The cost

L

u

Figure 1. G(.) function. If G(L), G(L + 1), . , G(U)
represent the q smallest values of the G(-)
function, then the q + 1st smallest value is
1 or U+ 1.
foundfory=Lfunction of an (r, nQ) policy is therefore of a form
similar to (1). An extension of the algorithm in this
note may thus be employed (see Zheng and Chen
1990 for details).
In Section 1 we introduce the notation and preliminaries. The proposed algorithm is derived and
discussed in Section 2.
1. NOTATIONAND PRELIMINARIES
Considera single item whose inventory may be replenished by placing ordersof unlimited size. Ordersarrive
after a given lead time. Stockouts are backlogged. In
this section, we briefly review the main inventory
models in which (r, Q) policies are optimal and their
averagecost is of the form given by (1) because these
results are scatteredthroughout or are not available in
the open literature.
For any t > 0, let
D(t) = the total demand in [0, t);
IP(t) = the inventory position at time t;
IL(t) = the inventory level at time t.
Consider first the simplest of all models for which
optimal (r, Q) policies exist, namely the case of
Poisson demands and constant lead times. It is well
known (see, e.g., Hadley and Whitin, and Zipkin
1986a) that the inventory position process IP(t) and
the inventory level process IL(t) have limiting distributions. Indeed, with IP(oo) and IL(oo) denoting
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randomvariableswiththesedistributionswe have
(2)

IL(oo)= IP(oo) - LD(oo),

where
IP(oo)is uniformlydistributedon
Jr+ 1, r + 2, ... ., r + Q), (3)

and
LD(oo) is a nonnegativeintegervalued random
variablewhichis independentof LP(oo). (4)

In fact,LD(oo)representsthe totaldemandin a lead
time, whichin the abovemodel has a Poissondistributionwitha mean XL, whereXdenotesthe per unit
demand rate. Now assume that the cost structure
consists of a fixed cost K per order, an inventory
carryingcost of h perunit carriedin stockper unit of
time, and a backloggingcost of p per unit of backloggeddemand,per unit of time. In view of (2)-(4)
we obtain,as in Hadleyand Whitin,
C(r,Q)
0

_KX

= j]
+ h E Prob[IL(oo)

-

Q

j=o
-1

+p

(-j)Prob[IL(oo)= j]

E
j=-oo

KX

+

1

Q Q

=-o

_Q

F

r+Q

X

y

lh E (y - ipi + p E (i - Y)Pi},

*E

i=O

y=r+l

i=y+1

where pj = Prob[LD(oo)= j]. (In the Poisson demand
Thus,
model, we have pj = exL(XL)j/j!,j = 0, 1....)

C(r, Q)may be writtenin the form of (1) with K

=

KX, and
G(y) = h E (y - j)pj + P E (j - y)pj
j=y+l
j=O
y-1

= (h + p) ,

Pj + p(AL -y),

< 0]
C(r, Q) = C(r, Q) + XirProb[IL(oo)
r+Q

= Qr, Q) + -1 E

oo

E p>,

y=r+1 j=y

where the first equality follows from the Poisson
ArrivalsSee Time Averages(PASTA)property.Once
againit is easy to verifythat (1) continuesto apply
with G(.) replacedby
G(y) = G(y) + Xir(l - Py-1).

It is also easy to verifythat for all of the above cost
structures -G(.) is unimodal. Our algorithm,
describedin the nextsection,merelyusesthe factthat
C(r, Q) is of the formof (1) as wellas the unimodality
of -G(.).
Characterization
of the distributionof IL(oo)via
(2)-(4) appliesto considerablymoregeneralcontinuous-timemodelsthan the basic model with Poisson
demandsand fixed lead times. We referto Zipkin
(1988)foran elegantandcomprehensive
treatmentof
these generalizedmodels. See also Federgruenand
Zheng(1988).
The Poisson demand assumptionDl may, for
example,be relaxedto D2: ID(t)} is a renewalprocess;
or D3: Thedemandprocessis a countingprocesswith
a Markovianrepresentation,
i.e., thereexistsan auxiliaryprocesssuchthatthejoint process{A(t),D(t)} is
Markovian.Moreover,(A(t), IP(t)) D_ (A(oo),IP(oo))
as t -0oo with A(oo)and IP(oo)independent.

00

y

In some systems,a one-timepenaltyir is incurredfor
each stockout,i.e., for each unit which cannot be
deliveredupon demand. (The parametersp and ir
may eitherbe given explicitlyor they may arise in
Lagrangian
relaxationsof servicelevelconstraints,i.e.,
upperboundswith respectto the averagebacklogor
thefill rate,the fractionof saleswhichcanbe satisfied
upon demand.)The stockoutpenaltycost resultsin
an additionaltermin the averagecost expression:

(5)

j=0

< j]. (In our basicmodel,(1)
wherePj = Prob[LD(oo)
mayalsobe derivedusingthe renewalrewardtheorem;
the chosen derivationallows for the extensionsdiscussedbelow.)
Several more general cost structuresresult in
C(r, Q)being of the form of (1). For example,the
inventorycarryingcost and/or the backloggingcost
perunit of time may be specifiedas a generalconvex
functionh( ) or p( ) of the inventoryor backlogsizes.

Conditions(2)-(4) continueto hold when {D(t)} is
a general,nondecreasing
processwithstationaryincrements and continuous sample paths (see Zipkin
1986b,remarkafterProposition1, Zheng 1989, and
Browneand Zipkin 1991). Here r and Q are to be
treatedas continuousvariablesand (1) continuesto
hold afterreplacingthe summationby an integral.
The characterization
of the limitinginventorylevel
distributionby (2)-(4) is validunderfixedleadtimes
as well as certaintypes of randomlead times (see
Zipkin1986a,1988).
In all of the above models,LD(oo) may be interpreted as the "lead time demand," appropriately
derived.For example,underD2 and fixedlead times
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L, LD(oo) represents
the numberof demands(renew-

als) that occur in the time interval[0, L] underthe
equilibriumrenewalprocess.In some settings,a specific distributionfor the lead time demandLD(oo) is
directly estimated or surmised,rather than being
derivedfrom an underlyingdemandand lead time
process.

C*(Q) = minr C(r, Q) is achieved if the sum in (1)

consists of these values. These values and, hence,
the optimal reorderlevels r*(1), . . ., r*(Q) (for given
order quantities 1, . . ., Q) are easy to identify by the

following procedure. Let y, be an integer that
minimizes G(y) over all integers. We generate a
sequence YI, Y2, ...,}
inductively. Assuming
that Iy', ...,
I have been generated, let L(Q) =
min{y,, . .. , YQ}, R(Q) = max yi, . .. , YQJ.Then let
YQ+'

Lemma 1. For any given integer
L(Q)- 1.

Q > 1, r*(Q)

=

Proof. The proof is by (1).
Clearly, L(Q) = L(Q - 1) or L(Q) = L(Q
1. This implies the following corollary.

-

1) -

Corollary 1. r*(Q) - 1 < r*(Q + 1) < r*(Q) for all
integers Q > 1.
This corollary may be derived (with considerably
more effort) from the results in Sahin (1982) (see
Zipkin 1988).
We conclude that

Q,

Note that C*(Q + 1) < C*(Q) if and only if
G(yQ+,)< C*(Q). This suggeststhe following exceedingly simple characterizationof Q*,the optimal order
size.

Proof. It follows from (6) that C*(Q)is decreasingfor
Q < Q*. Moreover, for Q > Q*,
C(Q) - C(Q*)
Q/
=
>

G(yj)
-i=Q*+l

- (Q - Q*)C*(Q)] Q

- C*(Q*)]/Q 2 0.
(Q - Q*)[G(yQ*+,)

Lemmas 1 and 2 clearly suggest an efficient algorithm for finding an optimal reorder level and order
size (r*, Q*). Below we give a detailed algorithm for
the case where AG(y) = G(y + 1) - G(y) is easy to
compute (this is, for example, the case in the Poisson
demand model, see (5)). For notational convenience
only, we restrict ourselves to the most common case,
where Y, > 0.
Algorithm OPT

Clearly, for any given Q, Iyi, . . ., yQ are contig-

G(yi)]

(6)

< G(R(Q) + 1)

uous, and theirG(.) valuesconstitutethe Q smallest
ones due to the unimodalityof -G(.). This leads
directlyto the followinglemma.

K+

C*(Q + 1) = [QC*(Q) + G(yQ+,)]/(Q + 1).

ertyC*(q) < G(yq+,).

Consideran inventorymodel in which the long-run
averagecost of an (r, Q) policy is of the form of (1)
with -G(.) a unimodalfunction.In this section,we
describeour optimizationprocedure.
As we point out in the Introduction,the unimodality of -G(.) impliesthat for fixed Q, the Q smallest
G(.) valuescan be achievedin contiguouspointsand

C*(Q)=

so that

Lemma 2. Q* is the smallestintegerq withtheprop-

2. THE OPTIMIZATION
ALGORITHM

if G(L(Q) -1)
_ JL(Q) -1
IR(Q) + 1 otherwise.

811

Step0. Calculate G(0) and AG(O);L 0;
while AG(L) < 0 do
begin L := L + 1, evaluate zAG(L),G(L + 1)
G(L) + AG(L)
end;
S = K + G(L), Q:= 1, C* :=S, r:= L - 1,
R:= L + 1;
Step1. Repeat
begin if G(r) < G(R)
then if C* < G(r)
then stop.
else begin S:= S + G(r), r:= r- 1,
if r < 0, evaluate AG(r) and G(r)
G(r + 1) - AG(r),
end;
else if C* < G(R)
then stop.
else begin S:= S + G(R), evaluate AG(R),
G(R+ 1):=G(R)+AG(R),R:=R+
end;
Q:=Q+ 1,C*:=S/Q
end.

1
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Complexity of the Algorithm

Assume that the probabilitydensity function of
LD(oo),i.e., the numbersIpj:j = 0, 1, . . .4,aregiven
as input to the problem.We first analyzethe complexityof the algorithmfor the (mostprevalent)case
wherethe cost structureis linear,i.e., whereit consists
of linearholding,backloggingand stockoutpenalty
costs (in additionto the fixed ordercosts). We first
analyzethe case wherer* > 0. The entirealgorithm
consistsof:
i. evaluationof the r* + Q* first values of the
difference function AG(y) = (h + p)Py - X1rpy
-

p: each such evaluationrequiresfive elementary
operations(three additionsand two multiplications;in the absenceof stockoutpenaltycostsonly
threeoperationsarerequired);
ii. r* + Q* additionsto compute the IG(1),
G(r*+ Q*)}values;
iii. at most, 7Q* elementary operations (3Q*
comparisons;3Q* additionsand Q* divisions)to
executethe remainingworkin Step 1.
The algorithmthus requiresno more than 6r* +
13Q*elementaryoperations(4r* + 11Q*operations
in the absenceof stockoutpenaltycosts).In caser* 0, the total numberof operationsis reducedto 13Q*
because only Q* values of the G(.) function are
computed.It is useful to comparethis complexity
bound with a lowerbound for the amount of work
that is requiredto do a singleevaluationof the cost
function C(., *) at the optimal point (r*, Q*). Even

when the cost structureis linear this evaluation
requires the computation of Pr*+Q*and the latter

requiresr* + Q* additions.We concludeas follows.
Theorem1. AlgorithmOPT determinesthe optimal
(r*, Q*)policy. Underlinearcoststructuresand when
r > 0, the amountof work(measuredas the number
of elementaryoperationsrequired)is at worst13 times
the amountof workrequiredto evaluatePr*+Q*
(andat
worst11timesin theabsenceofstockoutpenaltycosts).
We concludethis paperwith a few commentson
the case wherethe cost structureconsistsof general
nonlinearholding,backloggingor stockoutpenalty
cost functions(the nonlinearcase).In the linearcase,
the functionG(.) is most easy to evaluatevia AG(.)
(see (5)). In the nonlinearcase,it is moreefficientto
evaluatethe G(.) valuesdirectly.The algorithmneeds
to be modifiedaccordingly.We mayreplaceStep0 by
a bisectionsearchto locatethe minimumpointYi. To
gain efficiency,{G(r*), ..., G(r* + Q*)) shouldbe
evaluatedin Step 1 when needed.The resultingalgo-

rithmrequires(see Federgruenand Zheng(1988):at
most rlog2Ul + Q* + 1 evaluationsof the G(.)
functionwith U an prioriupperboundfor yi; and at
most 8Q* elementary operations to execute the
remainingwork.Note that a singleevaluationof the
averagecost function C(., *) requiresat least Q*
evaluationsof the functionG.).
Note Added in Proof
Shortlyprior to receivingthe galley proofs of this
paper,we becameawareof G. Rubal'sky's"Calculationsof OptimumParameters
in an InventoryControl
Problem"(Eng.Cybern.10, 182-187;translatedfrom
Russian),which describesa similarmethod for the
determinationof optimalr- and q-values.
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This note treatsoptimizationproblemsthat involve two criteriaon set systems.One is a bottleneckcriterion,and the
other is general.In particular,recent algorithmsfor such problemson the edge-setsof networksare relatedto the
fundamentalworkof J. Edmondsand D. R. Fulkersoninvolvingmore generalset systems.

In

a recent note by Berman,Einav and Handler

(1990), algorithms are given for graph problems
that involve two criteria with respect to the edge-set.
The first problem is that of minimizing a bottleneck
objective, subject to a single generic constraint. The
second problem is that of minimizing a generic objective function, subject to a single bottleneck constraint.
The purpose of this note is to point out that the first
problem can be studied in the broader setting of
clutters. The analysis of the second problem involves
even less structure.
Let F be an arbitrary set of subsets of the finite
set X. Let w and f be arbitraryreal-valued functions
on g and F, respectively. Let F and W be real
numbers. We define two problems on F.
Problem 9,
min{max w(e): f(r)
2'(&-

eEl;

< F).

ProblemA2
min{f(f):
2I&9,

max w(e) < W).
(-.;
e

For the purposes of solving ,F,, if f is monotone
nondecreasing, we may as well assume that F is a
clutter (i.e., the elements of F are pairwise incomparablewith respect to set inclusion), because we can
replace F by the clutter of its minimal (nonempty)

elements without altering the optimal value of 41l.
The set F-= E2 8 F: f(?) < F) is also a clutter on
E. Hence, the following "threshold algorithm" of
Edmonds and Fulkerson (1970) can be used to solve
?9. Accumulate elements of X, in order of nondecreasing weight, collecting them in a set X, until Y contains
an element of FF. We can determine whether Y
contains an element of <F by solving the following
problem.
Problem 9?

If the procedureis implemented using bisection search
on the elements of X, orderedby w, an &(t(F)log IX I)
algorithm results,where t(F) is the maximum time to
solve 9< (over Y C X).
Iff is not monotone, we may still treat the case in
which F is not a clutter, by replacing F by the clutter
of its minimal (nonempty) elements.
Since F is a clutter, the following duality equation
holds (Edmonds and Fulkerson):

min max w(e)
(E&F
YEFF eE-

=

max min w(e),
eCy

where <F is the "blocker"of FF. That is, F* is the set
of minimal subsets of X that have nonempty intersection with every element of FF. In general, it is not easy

Subject classifications: Mathematics, combinatorics: clutters. Networks/graphs: algorithms. Programming: bottleneck objective with a side-constraint.
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